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Writer's BlockTime

Preparing doc is often a
long process that requires

a significant time
investment

Due to the complexity and
effort involved in creating
a doc, many people tend

to delay starting the
process

 Messy
Workflow

With traditional methods,
writing a work doc requires

multiple tools, the
information must be

manually transferred to
project management tools,
creating an additional step

The problem with writing
docs..



Single PromptsChatGPT

Users use chat gpt to help
with their docs. However,
it requires a lot of copy &
paste, bouncing between

2 apps, organizing and
formatting the data.

Single prompts lack
deeper context which
limit creativity result in

"meh" outputs.

"sit down and
write it down"

method
Just push through the pain

and get to work. This
energy-draining method
that is commonly used.

Current Solutions



Our Solution-  
DocBuilder AI
The interactive chatbot that
interviews you and building a
customized doc for you online



How it Works

DocBuilder starts
with bite-size
questions to
gather the
relevant
information your
doc needs



How it Works

Tell DocBuilder to
make a
suggestion, and
it will generate
ideas based on
the  chat you had
so far!



The Result

Generate a Doc
in minutes (not
hours) that you
can present to
employees,
stakeholders and
clients!



Who is it for?

Target Market

Project Managers
Build briefs in minutes, not hours,
and share with your manager,
clients and team members

Product Owners
Use DocBuilder to spark product
features and share with your team



Future Roadmap
Live chat-

to-doc
experience

Watch your doc being
written & formatted in

front of your eyes
while you chat with

DocBuilder

Reopen previous chats
and use the same

context to generate more
docs 

Keyboard
Shortcuts
Smooth chat 2 doc

experience withhout
using mouse pad

AI CRM-
Builder &

BoardBuilder
Chat to setup your
boards, CRM and

databases with apps,
automations and

columns, customized to
your ultra-unique needs 

Context
Memory
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